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BREAKING NEWS

You are still able to re-
register for the summer 
semester 2023 until the 
31st of January 2023. 
Remember to transfer 
the semester fee in time!

Phil Post

UNIVERSITY POLITICS
You can still transfer the additional payment for the semester ticket from winter se-
mester 22/23 until the 31st of January. It is important to note that this amount must 
be transferred separately from the semester fee for the coming summer semester!

In addition, the reorganization of the faculty of arts and humanties is scheduled for the beginning of the 
coming semester. Starting in April, the faculty will be transformed into the faculty of education and social 
sciences and the faculty of humanities. We as the Fachschaft Philo will still be your contact point for questi-
ons during the summer semester. You will find more information soon on our social media and our homepage.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The merging of HISQIS and the campusportal has been completed since the 9th of January. You 
can now find all notifications and certificates along with your exam administration on the campuspor-
tal page. If you still have questions about the use and functions of the new portal, you can find infor-
mation videos about the new examination administration system on the EXA Management website.
If you have any questions about examination-related information, you can still contact the Exami-
nations Office. Questions about technical problems will be answered by the ZIM Support as usual.

EVENTS
This semester, the BRK blood donation service was able to come to our university again. On the 15th 
of January from 4 to 8 p.m., numerous students and members of the university came by and provi-
ded a total of 160 donations. Thanks to all who donated and of course to the blood donation team!

The popular ColorNight of the Fachschaft Philo also took place again this semester. On the 
17th of January, some art and painting enthusiasts gathered at Cafe Duftleben, spent the eve-
ning together in a relaxed atmosphere and created some beautiful pictures. If you also feel 
like getting creative in this setting, you can look forward to another ColorNight next semester!

On the 19th of January, the Studimental Team organised a lecture on the topic of „Autism“. 
Johanna Zechmeister, psychologist of the STWNO, gave a short scientific introduction. Juli-
an Leske then told us about his everyday life as an autistic person with Asperger‘s syndrome.

If you have free time  tonight at 6.30 pm or need a little break from studying, you are welcome to take part in the 
workshop „Artgerechte Bürohaltung“. The Studimental team has engaged an expert who will show you the best 
tips and tricks for workplace ergonomics via Zoom. You can find the Zoom link under the StudIP-event 120123.

NEWS FROM YOUR REPRESENTATIVES
This semester, we as the Fachschaft Philo will once again award the “Fachschaftspreis für 
gute Lehre“. You could nominate your favourite lecturer in the categories “lecture“, “seminar“, 
“tutorial“ and “language course“ until the 15th of January. You can still vote here 
up to and including the 30th of January to decide who should receive the prize.

You can also take part in the student survey of the Fachschaft Philo here. In addition to general ques-
tions about studying at the University of Passau, this online survey also asks for your opinion on cur-
rent topics such as inflation or the energy crisis. The greater the participation in this survey, the more 
meaningful the results will be and we can use them as a basis for arguments in various committees.


